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ABSTRACT
Internet Service Providers (ISP) are challenged by high cost
awareness and increasing requirements at the same time.
Open and programmable hardware, driven by the P4-pro-
gramming language, enables new possibilities regarding
packet header processing on switches. Focusing on data cen-
ter requirements only, these devices currently do not fulfill
all packet queueing requirements of large scale ISPs. In this
work we give insights in ISP access networks and specify the
resulting queueing demands and required features of future
data plane hardware. In addition, we present results of a real
world measurement that contributes to a deeper understand-
ing of the queueing requirements in access networks. Last,
the potential and importance of active queue management
and flexible programmable schedulers are highlighted.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The main task of Internet Service Providers (ISP), often re-
ferred to as Telco, is the creation of Internet connectivity for
their customers but also providing other products as tele-
phony and television. Besides consumers, content, service
and application providers, mainly conventional Data Centers
(DC) and Content Delivery Networks (CDN), can belong to
the group of ISP-customers. Nowadays ISP infrastructures
all services, including telephony and television, are realized
over Ethernet/IP-based networks and therefore the main
task of an ISP forwarding packets to and from its customers.
Figure 1 depicts a high-level view on a typical ISP topology.

Typically, the link between the consumer residential gate-
way (RG) and the ISP is the bottleneck of almost all flows due
to technical limitations or contractual restrictions. In order
to minimize flow completion times, affected by packet loss,
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Figure 1: Internet Service Provider topology including
customer residential gateways (RG), access networks
(AN), content delivery networks (CDN) and traditional
data centers (DC).

and enable a higher link utilization, queueing is required in
both directions. All packets from the consumer to the ISP,
named upstream, are queued at the residential gateway. This
can be easily done in software as part of the residential gate-
way as the total upstream bandwidth of one single consumer
is in the range of hundreds of Megabyte or even below.
Traffic from the ISP to all connected RGs, named down-

stream, must be queued at the edge of the ISP network, called
service edge. The focus of this paper will be downstream traf-
fic as it causes the following challenges: 1) Downstream
traffic of many customers, which is much more distinct com-
pared to upstream, must be processed and accounted at the
same place and time. 2) Complex scheduling restrictions and
multiple Quality of Service (QoS) classes must be considered.
This paper:

• analyzes the constraints of queueing downstream traf-
fic at the Telco service edge,

• provides real measurement data from access network
traffic which assist queue size engineering and

• names requirements for future data plane hardware
regarding a better suitability in Telco access networks
and higher quality of service.
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The outline of this paper is as follows: First, we describe
typical access network topologies and from that we derive
packet queueing constraints. Second, we present and discuss
measurement results from a typical access network. Third,
queueing requirements, based on the previous sections, are
given and finally related work is discussed.

2 TELCO ACCESS NETWORKS
Due to heterogeneous environmental conditions and grown
network infrastructures, Internet access is typically realized
with several technologies at the same time by a single ISP.
Figure 2 depicts the access network topology of Fiber to the
Home (FTTH), Fiber to the Building (FTTB) and Fiber to the
Curb (FTTC). Further access technologies, e. g., DOCSIS or
aDSL, will not be considered in detail, but we assume simi-
lar challenges and characteristics. In case of the three given
access scenarios a tunneling protocol, e. g., PPPoE, is used
between each residential gateway (RG) and the broadband
network gateway (BNG). The BNG terminates the customer
tunnel and is responsible for handling upstream and down-
stream traffic, including packet header processing, authen-
tication, authorization and traffic shaping. In our previous
work [7] we have discussed the PPPoE session termination
and have shown the feasibility of this on programmable data
plane hardware with the description language P4 [3]. In the
following we will describe the differences between these
technologies:
FTTH: The customer residential gateway is connected via a
passive optical network, e. g., GPON or XGSPON, with the op-
tical line terminal (OLT). In contrast to Ethernet connections,
a single fiber from the OLT is split optically to n customers,
dependent on the technology up to 64, and therefore a shared
resource. The OLT device has a common Ethernet point-to-
point connection to the BNG.
FTTB: In contrast to FTTH the GPON fiber connection is
terminated by a distribution point unit (DPU) and not by
the residential gateway. This DPU is typically located in the
basement of a building and multiple customer RGs can be
connected via G.fast copper wires to it. Advantage of this
technology is only little construction works inside houses as
existing copper cables can be used for the last meters.
FTTC: In case of vDSL Internet access a copper based con-
nection between the residential gateway and the multi ser-
vice access node (MSAN), formerly known as DSLAM, is
used. Compared to FTTB, the distances are higher, typically
in the range of hundreds of meters, and by that the physical
link bandwidth is more restricted. The MSAN is, like to the
OLT, connected to the BNG.
This access network topology can be seen as a tree with

the BNG as root node. Downstream traffic, from the ISP to
the customer, will be shaped to the agreed bandwidth of the
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Figure 2: Heterogeneous ISP access network topology.
Customer PPPoE sessions are terminated at the Broad-
band Network Gateway (BNG) which is the border to
the MPLS routed ISP core network.

customer at the BNG and all delivered packets are accounted.
The following access network, consisting of aggregation
devices as a MSAN, OLT or DPU, has many shared resources
and by that bandwidth bottlenecks can occur. For example,
the sum of all theoretical customer bandwidths at a single
MSAN is higher than the shared link to the BNG. Under
normal circumstances in a well-designed access network
this limit will never be reached, however in such cases a fair
and QoS-aware sharing of the bandwidth must be ensured.
The packet queueing and hierarchical scheduling, which is
aware of the access network limitations, must be performed
in the BNG before counting the downstream traffic.
In contrast to most data center networks, ISP access net-

works are challenged by the previously introduced hierar-
chical access network, many customers and different QoS-
classes which will be discussed in the following sections:

2.1 Hierarchical Scheduling
The decision, which packet should be forwarded next by the
access network, depends on many parameters:

• Bandwidth limit: Each customer has a maximum
bandwidth which can not be exceeded.

• Customer separation: Interference of different cus-
tomers must be excluded or at least minimized. E. g.,
Customer 1 utilizes his downstream bandwidth fully
and Customer 2 should not suffer under higher laten-
cies by that, implying separated queues.

• QoS awareness: If an ISP offersmultiple service classes
the scheduler should prioritize the flows accordingly.
This can be either done within the traffic classes of a
single customer only or under consideration of other
customers as well.

• Many queues: Up to 35.000 customers [9] should be
terminated on a single BNG and as each customer
requires at least one queue many queues are required.

• Zero loss: Packets are not allowed to be dropped some-
where in the access network between BNG and RG
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as they are already accounted by the BNG. For that,
hierarchical scheduling policies are required.

Considering these criteria, a scheduling decision must be
done within hundreds of ns . Assuming an average packet
size of 1000Byte and 100Gbit/s link speed, only 80ns are left
between packets. This implies the use of hardware schedulers
as software based approaches can not guarantee that.

2.2 Quality of Service
In case of a QoS-sensitive ISP, each customer of an ISP uti-
lizes multiple QoS-classes. Table 1 names and describes 6
exemplary traffic classes. Note: This arrangement is only an
example and will differ from ISP to ISP. E. g., 3 classes can
be sufficient whereas some ISPs might use 8 classes.

Each customer i has a maximum bandwidthCmax ,i , shared
by all traffic classes. E. g., if the bandwidth is only requested
by BE traffic, Cmax ,i can be used for that. But as soon as
another flow belonging to a higher priority class, e. g., IPTV,
requests bandwidth by sending packets, the maximum avail-
able bandwidth of BE will be reduced.
Due to the hierarchical access network and hierarchical

scheduling a priority awareness on shared resources is pos-
sible as well. For instance, if many subscribers utilize an
OLT in downstream direction fully, phone calls of other
subscribers should still be possible without disturbance or
additional delays. If and how this should be realized in detail
depends strongly on the ISP policies and maybe on national
regulations. If a flow of Customer A, declared as priority traf-
fic (> BE), is able to take precedence over flows of Customer B
misuse might occur. In order to prevent this, two policies can
be applied: (1) matching on source and destination addresses
allows the verification of prioritized traffic, e. g., multicast
IPTV, and (2) strong rate limiting on different traffic classes,
e. g., a few hundreds kbyte/s for VoIP which is enough for
multiple parallel voice calls. Besides misuse, this traffic class
aware rate limiting guard against misbehavior of any kind
and reason.

These priorities require the use of one FIFO-queue for each
QoS-class per customer. Using the same FIFO-queue for all
classes would affect in higher latencies, equal for all traffic
classes, and head of line blocking due to different bandwidth
limits. Push-In-First-Out (PIFO) queues might be an enabler
for single queue approaches and will be discussed later in
Section 5. For similar reasons, each customer requires an
own set of queues as otherwise the customer separation can
not be guaranteed.

2.3 Buffer Sizing
Queue sizes in general and in this special scenario depend
on many influencing factors which causes a major challenge
for ISPs due to heterogeneous traffic patterns. Appenzeller

Class Description

BElow (0)
Best Effort low priority (BElow ) can be used for
“WIFI to go” products where the residential gateway
is a public WIFI access point at the same time.

BE (1) Best Effort (BE) traffic includes almost all traffic of a
customer, paying for this Internet connection.

LD/LL
(2/3)

Low Delay (LD) and Low Loss (LL) are used for
enterprise applications of business customers only.
For residential access they are typically not used.

MC (4)

Multicast (MC) is used for television products of
ISPs. Duplication is realized at the BNG and by that
data transfer in the core network is strongly reduced.
Note: This includes only live TV offered by the ISP,
not (third-party) on-demand video streaming.

VoIP (5)

Many ISPs offer Voice over IP (VoIP) services to their
customers as well which require a very low latency
and loss rates. Note: All application layer approaches,
e. g., Skype or WhatsApp, are handled as BE traffic.

Ctrl (6) This traffic class is only used for controlling the ISP
network including access network and RGs.

Table 1: Typical ISP QoS-classes, ascending priorities.

et al. established in 2004 the rule of thumb B = RTT ∗C√
n [1] for

TCP. B describes the optimal queue depth in byte whereas
RTT describes the (average) round-trip time of the queued
flow(s). C is the queue service rate in byte/s and n describes
the number of flows.

In later related work [4][8] similar formulas are presented.
Consensus of all of them is, that a higher RTT and link speed
requires a bigger queue whereas more parallel congestion
controlled flows reduce the optimal queue size. One major
influencing factor, not considered by this formula, is the used
congestion control mechanism, e. g., CUBIC, Reno or BBR.
As this congestion control mechanism is not transparent for
network middleboxes, including the BNG, an optimization
on that is not possible.

On the one hand, if the chosen queue size is smaller than
the optimal one, themaximum bandwidthwill not be reached
due to a saw-tooth like bandwidth oscillation. On the other
hand, most TCP congestion controls tend to fill queues until
packet loss occur. By that, a large queue causes large delays
even if the optimal queue size is much smaller. This phe-
nomenon is called Bufferbloat [5] and mostly unavoidable
for fixed sized queues with varying flow RTTs and flow num-
bers. Queue management algorithms which are supported
by current hardware switches are typically taildrop, RED,
WRED or similar ones and therefore not able to tackle the
Bufferbloat phenomenon.

Active Queue Management (AQM) algorithms address this
issue by dynamically controlling queue sizes by either drop-
ping or marking packets. In previous work have shown that
AQMs, e. g., CoDel, can be realized on P4-programmable
data planes within limitations [6] as well. However, current
state-of-the-art switches with a fixed behavior don’t support
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Figure 3: RTT distribution for all N ≈ 70.000.000 cap-
tured TCP flows and weighted by the byte length F of
eachflow. Covering 89.44% ofRTT and 96.38% ofwRTT.

such algorithms and as P4 is also not made for scheduling,
specially complex algorithms considering QoS classes and
hierarchies, a production deployment has many hurdles. In-
deed, current first approaches of applying advanced active
queue management approaches in residential gateways(RG)
for upstream traffic exist which can be applied by software
updates.
In contrast to best effort traffic, priority classes, such as

VoIP or MC, typically have no congestion control and little
bandwidth making small queues (1ms − 10ms) sufficient.

3 MEASUREMENT RESULTS
Designing downstream queues at the BNG makes is neces-
sary to understand the traffic which should be queued. For
that, we provide up-to-date measurement results, captured
between the first LSR core router and the BNG, which con-
tains all downstream packets and by that the access network
traffic. In total, we captured a 24 hours trace, containing
around 54 billion packets and 70 million TCP flows. The
following measurement results represent the average over a
24 hour trace which has a utilization peak in the evening as
discussed in related work before [2]. Note: The shown distri-
butions are almost independent on the daily and weekly peri-
odicity, but we assume a slow transformation over years due
to Internet topology changes, e. g., edge clouds and CDNs.
As discussed in the previous section, the optimal buffer

size for congestion controlled flows depends on a typically
fixed link speed (C), flow RTT and number of flows (n). Thus,
we will focus on these metrics in the following.

Table 2 depicts the distribution of all captured unicast
packets between TCP, QUIC and UDP (non QUIC). QUIC
traffic was determined based on the Port 443 and is not in-
cluded in the UDP statistics. As you can see, the sum of TCP
and QUIC traffic is around 93% percent and therefore con-
gestion controlled. Multicast traffic is not considered as the
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Figure 4: Accumulated TCPflow duration distribution
up to 1000s, covering 99.67% of all flows.

duplication is done at the BNG and therefore these results
would be not meaningful. Note that a continuous multicast
stream requires only tiny buffers as this is burst-free.

3.1 RTT Distribution
As TCP is the main part in the traffic mix and can be investi-
gated very well, we will focus next on the RTT distribution
of all TCP connections as depicted Figure 3. Each TCP flow
RTT was determined at the initial SYN, SYN-ACK, ACK hand-
shake. By this early RTT measurement a falsification by this
flow itself, e. g., due to bufferbloat, can be precluded. We
observe that the RTT of most flows is below 50ms . A very
likely assumption is that a lot of connections are established
to CDN servers, located close to the customers. In order to
consider the RTT in relation to the transmitted data, we
introduce the weighted RTT of flow i , wRTTi = RTTi ∗ Fi
with Fi representing to flow length in bytes. The comparison
of the RTT and wRTT distribution illustrates that the total
delays of these “power flows” are even shorter in average.
These power flows benefit from optimal buffer sizes, as they
are bandwidth hungry and tend to cause bufferbloat at the
same time. Note: This RTT distribution is based on TCP flows
only. However, for QUIC we assume very similar RTTs.

3.2 Flow Characteristics
Figure 4 shows the accumulated flow duration distribution
on a logarithmic time scale for all observed TCP connections.
Around 50% of the flows has a duration of 1s or less and
therefore will not be able to bloat a buffer.

In Figure 5 the flow distribution based on the flow length (F)
is given. Only 20% of the TCP flows have a total length of
10KB or more. We assume that this 80% of the flows are tiny

TCP QUIC UDP other

share: 84.4% 8.8% 6.4% 0.4%
avg. pkt. size [byte]: 1347 1319 832 721

Table 2: Unicast traffic distribution.
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Figure 5: Accumulated flow length (F) distribution
over all TCP flows, covering 97.48% of all flows.

requests, e. g., retrieving many css or javascript files as part
of loading a website.
Combined with the previous duration measurement re-

sults we can say that there are many flows with a short
duration and little transmitted data. The flow completion
time of these tiny flows is mainly depended on the RTT
and not on the available bandwidth. A higher RTT would
cause a slower congestion window increase and by that a
smaller bandwidth utilization. Therefore, they are vulnera-
ble to bufferbloat but at the same time will not cause this
phenomenon. Note: Although these flows have a huge total
number, their share on the total bandwidth is quite low as
only a few big flows causes most bandwidth consumption.

Another interesting observation is the distribution of packet
sizes, as depicted in Figure 6 and Table 2. Note: The given val-
ues does not include packet header overhead caused by the
ISP, e. g., a MPLS header stack of the core network. Whereas
TCP utilizes the Ethernet MTU fully, QUIC implementations
stay slightly below. Furthermore, it is visible that most pack-
ets are very close to the Ethernet MTU of 1500 byte and only
a few of them are smaller. A second cluster can be detected
in the range of ≤ 240byte . This information is quite help-
ful for designing switches and other network components,
buffering packets. A memory allocation of MTU bytes for
each packet will cause only little unused memory overhead
compared to a per packet memory allocation considering the
size of each packet. In addition, it might be useful to allocate
small memory ranges as well for packets of ≤ 240byte if
memory is a narrow resource.

3.3 Quality of Service
Last, in Table 3 the distribution over different QoS classes
is depicted. It is obvious that almost all traffic belongs to
the class of best effort (BE). This can be ensured by strong
bandwidth limits for all priority classes. By that, designing a
hierarchical scheduler will be slightly simplified as an over-
utilization of shared resources can never occur by non best
effort traffic only and by that a guaranteed forwarding can
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Figure 6: Distribution of packet length for unicast traf-
fic, categorized by TCP, QUIC and other UDP traffic.
Packets are grouped in blocks of 80 bytes, 1-80 byte,
81-160 byte, ... .

Class: BE LD/LL VoIP Ctrl
share: 99.82% 0.03% 0.14% 0.01%

avg. pkt. size [byte]: 1314 382 200 886
Table 3: Unicast traffic distribution on QoS-classes.

be ensured for all priority classes. However, this distribution
represents only a current snapshot and will might change
strongly in future due to more QoS-sensitive applications,
e. g., IoT.

4 SCHEDULER REQUIREMENTS
Based on the presented requirements regarding queueing
and scheduling at the service edge of ISPs and the measure-
ment results, we summarize the following requirements. As
the number of customers and QoS-classes is non-uniform
for different ISPs, the number of required queues, which is
the product of these two values, might strongly differ. There-
fore, only a realistic upper bound is given. A priority aware,
hierarchical scheduler will be required as well in order to
guarantee no over-utilization of the access network. How-
ever, the number of hierarchical layers will differ from ISP
to ISP as well as the concrete scheduling algorithm. Based
on current network topologies and related work [7] we as-
sume a maximum total downstream bandwidth per BNG of
100 − 500Gbit/s to be realistic.

If AQM algorithms [6] can be applied on future service
edges in hardware, the required queue memory can be re-
duced as in most cases the RTTs are quite low. Combining the
rule of thumb B = RTT ∗C√

n [1] with an average RTT of 20ms ,
C = 100Gbit/s downstream bandwidth and n = 2000 parallel
flows per BNG, the total required memory space is 56MB.
This is the borderline of nowadays on-chip packet buffers
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Number of Customers: 5.000 − 35.000
Number of QoS-Classes: 3 − 8

Number of Queues: ≤ 280.000

Scheduling: Priority/QoS aware,
3-6 hierarchical layers

Queue Sizes: AQM, 1ms − 100ms
(QoS-class dependent)

Downstream Bandwidth: 100Gbit/s − 500Gbit/s
Table 4: BNG queueing and scheduling requirements.

on network switches and consequently no external memory
is required. Considering that customers which do not uti-
lize their bandwidth fully require almost no queue memory
as packets can be forwarded immediately. Last, we want to
note the possible support of Explicit Congestion Notification
(ECN) at the service edge. With future programmable data
plane hardware, including powerful programmable sched-
ulers, advanced queueing approaches like ECN-L4S can de-
ployed with ease and provide a benefit to customers.

5 RELATEDWORK
Sivaraman et al. have introduced an alternative, called PIFO,
to classical FIFO-queues which enables the insertion of a
packet at any position in the queue, e. g., based on its QoS
class [10]. One single Push-In-First-Out (PIFO) can be used
per customer if strict priorities between the QoS classes
should be applied. Furthermore, the authors introduced a
description language for flexible scheduler programming
which can be compiled to a generic hardware.

Other approaches of combining many flows in a single
queue exists as well. E. g., the work Urgency Based Sched-
uler [11] has shown that many flows with equal bandwidth
limits can be combined in a single queue with bandwidth
guarantees for each flow. However, customer separation in
terms of latency interference can not be guaranteed by that.

6 CONCLUSION
Queueing at the service edge of ISPs is a very important but
also challenging function as by that bandwidth utilization,
fairness and QoS-awareness must be ensured. In this work
we have analyzed the requirements of queueing downstream
traffic regarding queue sizes and scheduling algorithms, chal-
lenged by hierarchical scheduling constraints, many queues,
different QoS-classes and heterogeneous traffic patterns. For
a better understanding of the variables influencing the op-
timal queue size, we provide real-world measurement data
of downstream traffic. These results show that end-to-end
latency can be reduced in access networks by methods to
determine the optimal queue size, e. g., by AQM algorithms.
Last, we analyzed and determined the parameters of a fully-
fledged, carrier-grade queueing implementation. In future

work we will investigate the feasibility of these requirements
on programmable standard hardware, mainly FPGAs.
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